Indoor Gym Soccer - 2020 - Ages 3-4 and Ages 5-7 Ages 3 & 4 - March 14th-April 11th - Saturdays - When Pigs Fly

Team Members

Name
1. Owen Clemons
2. Aryanna Lorandeau
3. Vale Elto
4. Isaiah Stone
5. Stanley Masella
6. Logan Marchi
Indoor Gym Soccer - 2020 - Ages 3-4 and Ages 5-7 Ages 3 & 4 - March 14th-April 11th - Saturdays - Union Bluff Hotel

Team Members

Name
1. Bryer Dinardo
2. Corinna M Hutchins
3. Griffin Davis
4. Hudson Peterson-Gilmore
5. Sebastian Cavaretta
6. Wyatt Hobart
Indoor Gym Soccer - 2020 - Ages 3-4 and Ages 5-7 Ages 3 & 4 - March 14th-April 11th - Saturdays - Servpro of Southern York Co.

Team Members

Name
1. Emma Cole
2. Xander McAvoy
3. Jack Wallwork
4. Zoey Athena Towers
5. Greya Vandevanter
6. sawyer nhipps

Servpro of Southern York Co.
Indoor Gym Soccer - 2020 - Ages 3-4 and Ages 5-7 Ages 3 & 4 - March 14th-April 11th - Saturdays - Norma's Restaurant, Inc.

Team Members

Name

1. Liam Nielsen
2. Nora Hultman
3. Everly J Cavan
4. Everett Connell
5. Sebastian Limonic
6. Hudson Peterson-Gilmore
7. Alex R Butler

Norma's Restaurant, Inc.
Roster Report by Team

Indoor Gym Soccer - 2020 - Ages 3-4 and Ages 5-7 Ages 3 & 4 - March 14th-April 11th - Saturdays - Camp Eaton

Team Members

1. Calvin Zembroski
2. Grayson Crafts
3. Bryan Weber
4. Amelia Glynn
5. Mathias McKinney
6. Wyatt Zembroski
Indoor Gym Soccer - 2020 - Ages 3-4 and Ages 5-7 Ages 3 & 4 - March 14th-April 11th - Saturdays - York Bark & Play

Team Members

Name
1. Lucas Moussette
2. Sebastian Keiji Mimura-Elkevizth
3. Olive Goyette
4. Bryan Thomas
5. Evelyn Thomas
6. Bridgit Thomas